Someday My Prints Will Come
An open letter to the Disney Princesses,
from your biggest fan
Dear all,
I don’t know if you remember me, but I’m the girl who sang along with you from the
other side of the screen as I binge-watched your films my entire childhood. With the
blonde bob, remember? No? Well I’m still your biggest fan, and I’ve been meaning to
write for ages. There has been so much talk lately with the royal wedding, but there
was something I must write to you that was bothering me slightly. You all looked
absolutely lavish at the ceremony- it is amazing how well those gowns have held up all
these years! But for some reason I just could not get my head around one thing. None
of you have had a style update in YEARS! With the upcoming summer months, don’t
you all think there are a few changes that could be made? Don’t get me wrong you all
look great, but let me make a suggestion… It is time to ditch the Prince and go for
prints.
Let me begin by pointing out a few minor details that got me thinking about this print
crisis. For years you have all provided your admirers with sleek elegance through ball
gowns, perfectly pinned hair, and sparkling crystal tiaras.
Cinderella, you're always a favorite, and that beautiful glass slipper we are so thrilled
you were finally reunited with. The soft pastel blues we know you for have always
brought us a gentle and delicate look into the life of a true princess. With this year’s
summer trends, I think this calls for a desperate change. Why not switch things up
and go for a little sundress? Although you were right about the pastel blue, why not
try a soft blue gingham instead, considering that is the most in print of the moment! I
bet some cute little birds would be happy to help.

For you Ariel, we need to rethink that swimsuit. The beach is a fabulous place to test
out the waters (literally) and play around with print possibilities! The trendiest
beachwear right now consists of nautical themed blue and white stripes, and a
contrasting playful version of bright rainbow. Or why not go all out and take a
chance on some polka dots! A little bandeau top with bright spots would make you
the sunniest on the beach.
And Belle, Belle, Bell, You can rock a pinafore like nobody else, and your butter
yellow gown is a flattering color for you for sure, but hear me out. The muted yellow
you tend to opt for is beginning to show signs of age, and might need a little
tweaking. Although yellow is nice, how about this summer you try out a different
shade of your sunny staple? One of the trendiest colours new colors is mustard
yellow. It’s no surprise this 70s’ favourite is enjoying a revival, appearing
everywhere from home interior, high street retail, and even on the fashion week
runways. Why not switch things up and go for a mustard yellow floral print, in a
Richard Quinn-esq style? Now that would definitely turn heads in the ballroom.
For the rest of you lovely ladies, I have so many prints, from geometric patterns to
tie dye to stars, so sit tight. Prints! Pattern! But for you, Snow White, I’ll leave you
with this one suggestion: stay away from the apples this season and go for cherries
instead.
Kind regards,
A Print-scess enthusiast

